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systems like Amazon Alexa and Google Home are vulnerable to voice-based confusion attacks that exploit design issues. We
propose a systems-oriented defense against this class of attacks and demonstrate its functionality for Amazon Alexa. We
ensure that only the skills a user intends execute in response to voice commands. Our key insight is that we can interpret
a user’s intentions by analyzing their activity on counterpart systems of the web and smartphones. For example, the Lyft
ride-sharing Alexa skill has an Android app and a website. Our work shows how information from counterpart apps can
help reduce dis-ambiguities in the skill invocation process. We build SkillFence, a browser extension that existing voice
assistant users can install to ensure that only legitimate skills run in response to their commands. Using real user data from
MTurk (𝑁 = 116) and experimental trials involving synthetic and organic speech, we show that SkillFence provides a balance
between usability and security by securing 90.83% of skills that a user will need with a False acceptance rate of 19.83%.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Rising in popularity, voice assistants, like Amazon Alexa and Google Home, help users accomplish a variety of
tasks using speech as input. Through integrating third-party applications, called skills in Alexa terminology,
voice assistants empower their users to access personal information, control physical devices in homes [23], and
perform financial transactions [8]. Although these devices are useful, they carry significant security and privacy
risks to their users.
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Beyond traditional computer security vulnerabilities, recent work has shown that voice assistants are vulnerable
to voice-based confusion attacks [10, 28, 29]. To improve their usability, Voice Assistants auto-enable skills to
directly execute after the user speaks [17]. Because of imperfections in the speech interpretation pipeline, the
Voice Assistant might execute a skill that the user did not intend or expect. Consider a skill that allows users to
interact with the Fitbit account. A malicious skill might have the name Phitbit. The speech recognition systems
can confuse both skills, and invoke the malicious skill, instead of the true fitness tracking Fitbit skill, without the
user noticing. Once activated, such a skill can steal private information [20] or perform other dangerous actions.
Similar attacks mimic the voice interface of legitimate skills [28] or rely on semantic interpretation errors of
natural language understanding [29].
We identify several fundamental deficiencies in the design of systems like Alexa that contribute to these attacks.
First, natural language is ambiguous and speech recognition is prone to errors. Second, there is loose vetting
of skill metadata allowing attackers to impersonate legitimate skills. Third, the traditional security and privacy
feedback loop with the user is severely hampered because voice is often the only input-output modality [15].
Independently approaching each of these deficiencies leads to incomplete protection against voice confusion
attacks. First, while improving the speech interpretation process leads to fewer errors, there are fundamentally
ambiguous situations that are impossible to resolve without any additional information (e.g., the difference
between Fitbit and Phitbit). Second, Amazon’s vetting of the skills is inadequate. While Amazon’s guidelines
for skill developers prohibits them from using phonetically-close skill invocation phrases, we demonstrate –
similar to recent work [6, 12] – that attackers can violate these policies and get their skills published to the
market [6, 12]. We are able to certify a “Phitbit” skill to squat on the Fitbit skill on the Alexa marketplace1 . An
attacker can also mirror the metadata of a legitimate skill, such as its invocation phrase, name, privacy policy URL
and account linking URL implying that there is no distinguishing information between an attacker and legitimate
skill. Voice assistant vendors could prevent skills with identical or phonetically-similar invocation phrases from
being uploaded, but this limits flexibility and openness of the market and can lead to squatting behavior that
is common on the web. For example, someone could register a skill for Fitbit and then ask the fitness tracking
company to pay a large sum of money for that invocation phrase. There are also legitimate reasons for why skills
have similar invocation phrases, such as multiple skills for the same task (Section 3.2). Finally, involving the
user in the execution loop of each skill hinders usability — as discussed earlier, Amazon Alexa now provides
auto-enabling of skills for enhanced usability.
We propose SkillFence, which adopts a systems-view of the problem and incorporates the user’s preferences
when speaking a voice command. Our key insight is that we can disambiguate skills with similar invocation
phrases by analyzing the user’s activity on counterpart systems, especially web and smartphone apps. Taking our
example above, Fitbit has a website and a mobile app in addition to the Amazon Alexa skill. Most users will have
already used these websites and smartphone apps before they turn to use skills. For some of them, the user has to
sign up for the service through a website or smartphone app. Therefore, by noticing that a user has visited the
Fitbit website consistently or has downloaded the corresponding Android app, we can select Fitbit (instead of
Phitbit) as the correct skill when the user speaks the phrase “open Fitbit”.
Achieving SkillFence’s design requires overcoming several challenges: (1) Once we identify a user’s counterpart
activity, it must be securely matched to the corresponding Alexa skills. As we discussed, an attacker can mirror
the metadata of legitimate skills. Thus, skills in the Alexa ecosystem do not have a notion of secure identity — a
fundamental design principle in other computing systems (e.g., websites have TLS certificates and Android apps
are signed). (2) Once we match a skill to its counterpart securely, we must ensure that only the matched skill
gets invoked in response to an ambiguous phrase and despite the presence of phonetically-similar skills on the
1 More

discussion about the ethical issues around certifying this attack skill are in Section 3.2
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Fig. 1. Capital One skill information on its website. We extend the identity of the website to the Alexa skill if a link to it is
found on a website we derive from the skill’s metadata.

market. (3) We must achieve these two properties on the proprietary Alexa ecosystem over which we have no
control so that we can protect users today.
SkillFence overcomes these challenges using a series of insights. First, we develop a secure identity for Alexa
skills without modifying the proprietary platform. Our insight is that skill developers tend to link their Alexa
skills directly from a website they own, much like they link their iOS and Android apps. For example, Capital One
places a link to its Amazon skill on its website (Figure 1), like it does for its Android and iOS apps. Assuming that
Capital One’s website is not compromised, we obtain a secure link to the corresponding skill. Thus, we extend
the user’s trust in the website to the skill itself. Our system automatically discovers such links (Section 4.3.1).
The second challenge involves ensuring that securely matched skills execute in response to ambiguous
commands. We discover that the Alexa backend provides two APIs — enable a skill and disable a skill — that can
be used to control Alexa’s invocation behavior. Specifically, we find that if a skill is enabled and its phoneticneighbors are disabled, Alexa executes the enabled skill. We characterize and confirm this behavior using
large-scale voice experiments (Section 5.3).
We implement SkillFence as a browser extension and a backend server. We evaluate it by designing and
launching a data collection effort. Using the data of 116 users, our trace-based evaluation finds that SkillFence
can select the correct skill (the one user intends to use) in 90.83% of the cases. We then evaluate SkillFence in the
live Alexa environment by performing real time invocations for each skill used by the users. For those selected
skills selected, SkillFence reduces the incorrect invocations from 17 to 0.
Finally, we provide an evidence-based set of design recommendations distilled from our experience in building
and evaluating SkillFence. If implemented by stakeholders, they will secure the Alexa ecosystem and further
improve the efficacy of SkillFence. For example, a skill vendor can place a link on its website that connects to the
Amazon webpage listing of its skill, permitting SkillFence to automatically associate the identity of the website
with the skill. We have started outreach efforts in explaining our recommendations to skill developers and are
starting to see adoption — a skill developer has already updated their website to include a link to the Alexa skill,
therefore helping SkillFence compute a secure identity for it (Section 6).
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Alexa Ecosystem
The Alexa ecosystem consists of a device placed in a user’s home (e.g., smart speaker), a cloud platform implementing general voice assistant functionality, and an application endpoint implementing skill-specific functionality.
The automatic speech recognizer (ASR) receives a command from the user and converts it to text. The natural
language understanding (NLU) unit performs syntactic and semantic text analysis to determine the most appropriate skill matching the user’s utterance. The skill developer hosts a cloud endpoint that implements the
functionality API. For example, if the user utters “Lyft, Get me a car”, the ASR and NLU will eventually determine
that Lyft can handle the command. Thus, the Voice Assistant cloud platform sends a message to the HTTP(s) API
endpoint for Lyft. Skill developers provide the directory entry information, and they are in complete control
of all aspects of that data. This includes the skill name, invocation phrase, suggested commands and URLs for
privacy policies and account linking.

2.2

Skill Invocation

Amazon Alexa allows users to perform two skill operations - enabling and disabling. These operations can be
executed via the skill’s Amazon listing. Additionally, to promote usability Alexa automatically enables a skill
when it is invoked by the user (e.g.,“Open Fitbit”). Once enabled, the skill can also be implicitly invoked (e.g., “Ask
Fitbit how I slept last night”). Lastly, a currently disabled skill cannot be invoked until it is explicitly re-enabled.

2.3

Voice-based Confusion Attacks

Prior work has demonstrated the existence of frequently occurring and predictable errors in Amazon Alexa’s
speech recognition engine. These errors can be leveraged to develop malicious skills (with identical or similar
invocation phrases) that can hijack the voice command meant for a legitimate skill. For example, the voice
command saying “Alexa, open Fitbit,” which is meant to invoke the Fitbit skill, but can trigger the malicious
skill Phitbit after it has been published to the skill market. Upon activation, all voice interactions are handed
over to the running skill which can perform a wide range of malicious activities like ask for private information
or pretend to terminate and yet continue to operate by impersonating either other skills or the Alexa platform
itself [28]. Kumar et al. introduced skill squatting attacks, where a malicious developer registers a phonetically
similar sounding skill as the target [10]. Zhang N. et al. perform a similar analysis for Google Home, and introduce
an additional attack where a fake skill masquerades as a true one [28]. Finally, Zhang Y. et al. introduce lapsus
attacks that rely on common speech variation among humans [29]. For example, given a skill with invocation “the
true bank skill,” a user might misspeak and instead ask for “the truth bank skill.” An attacker can systematically
discover common speech variations for a given phrase and then register skills. Broadly, all these attacks define a
class of voice-based confusion attacks. The fundamental cause is the mismatch between a user’s intention and
the voice assistant’s behavior.

2.4

Design Issues in Alexa Ecosystem

Lentzsch et al. recently performed a security analysis of the Alexa ecosystem that includes the vetting processes [13]. Like us, they find that attackers can circumvent the vetting and upload malicious skills to launch
voice confusion attacks. They also observe that an attacker can mirror the metadata of legitimate skills, lending
further confirmation that the ecosystem currently lacks any notion of secure identity. By contrast, our work
contributes a method to provide a secure identity to skills through backlink search.
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Existing Defenses

A direct way to combat voice-based confusion attacks is to prevent skills from being created with overlapping
or identically-sounding invocation phrases. Kumar et al. suggest a phoneme-based analysis to detect similarsounding skills [10]. Amazon Alexa includes developer guidelines that explicitly prohibit duplicate names [7].
However, these guidelines are not technically enforced. Recent changes to Alexa indicate that they now perform
manual vetting, which is not scalable. Google Home’s manual analysis detects when an invocation phrase is too
close to an existing one. Although this seems like a reasonable approach, there are pitfalls. For instance, Google
Home is prone to a phenomenon similar to domain squatting — a third-party developer scoops up invocation
phrases that heavily overlap existing and popular services (e.g., Lyft, Papa John’s), preventing the first parties
from creating skills with those invocation phrases [9]. This also has the effect of third-parties benefiting from the
copyright and reputation of the first-party invocation phrases on which they squat. In summary, although these
techniques add defense-in-depth, they do not address the root cause of the problem.
Zhang N. et al. suggest a skill response checker that keeps track of the current skill’s responses and computes
a similarity score to other skills [28]. If two skills are found to be similar enough, an alarm is generated. Our
work is orthogonal and represents a systems-oriented defense that securely predicts and enables skills using
counterpart app information. We observe that a secure voice assistant platform benefits from both approaches.
Guo et al. built SkillExplorer, an NLP-based testing system that uncovers potentially policy-violating behavior [5]. By contrast, our work ensures that only the user-intended skills run in response to ambiguous utterances
and does not pass judgment on whether the authorized skill violates policies.

2.6

Attacks on Speech Processing

A large body of recent work attacks voice assistants physically by injecting commands that exploit the ML
models using adversarial examples [1, 2, 24] or the non-linear components of microphones [19, 26, 27] or the
photoacoustic effect [21]. From SkillFence ’s perspective, these are simply voice commands that come from a
non-human source. Our work is independent of the origin of a command, and it is not intended to address physical
attacks. Instead, our work focuses on disambiguating confusing voice commands by analyzing counterpart activity
and then ensuring that the disambiguated command executes.

3

CHALLENGES IN PREVENTING VOICE CONFUSION ATTACKS

There are several fundamental design deficiencies that lead to voice-based confusion attacks. We identify them
next and discuss how they guide the design of SkillFence.

3.1

Ambiguity in Speech Recognition

Natural language ambiguity is an unavoidable source of confusion for voice assistants. Homophones, homonyms,
and various pronunciation intricacies have the potential to produce an error in the ASR component of the voice
assistant [3, 5, 9, 11, 28–30]. For example, “Capital One” and “Capitol Won” sound identical, and in the absence of
other information, it is not possible to identify the user’s intended skill. Improvements in ASR accuracy will not
solve this problem. Alexa could present a choice to users when confused; however, as discussed next, Alexa lacks
the notion of a secure identity that prevents users from identifying which skill is legitimate, given a choice.
Objective 1: Seek a mechanism to resolve the ambiguity between phonetically similar skills that match a user’s
voice command.

3.2

Incompleteness of Metadata Vetting

Voice assistant ecosystems like Alexa vet the metadata of a skill before publication. This metadata includes
the skill’s name, account linking URL, privacy policy URL, developer URL, invocation phrase, and description.
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Fig. 2. Metadata attack on FitBit skill. Our attack skill targets the true FitBit skill including its account linking URL.

Recent work shows that an attacker can mirror the metadata of a legitimate skill and get it published to the
marketplace [6, 12]. To an end-user, two different skills might appear identical to each other. As Alexa skills do
not have a notion of secure identity, attackers can impersonate legitimate skills.
Implementing stricter vetting policies does not address this problem completely. There are valid reasons for
skills to share metadata, such as the invocation phrases. For example, our market-scale analysis of Alexa skills
finds that 7656 skills share their name with at least one other skill and 8978 skills share their invocation phrase
with at least one other skill. If Amazon decides to prevent duplicate names, which of these skills to remove
becomes unclear. Furthermore, requiring uniqueness in skill names can lead to a domain squatting effect — a
third-party developer scoops up invocation phrases that heavily overlap with existing and popular services (e.g.,
Lyft), preventing the first parties from creating skills with those invocation phrases [9]. An alternative solution
to this problem would involve prompting the users to decide which skills to invoke and then remembering their
decisions. This approach requires user involvement (ideally through a screen), which goes against Amazon’s
rationale for automatically enabling skills.
3.2.1 Case Study. We developed the skill PhitBit with the invocation phrase ‘phit bit’ that sounds similar
to Fitbit, a popular fitness skill handling sensitive information. Fitbit, being an account linking skill, is required
to provide an account linking URL in its metadata, which allows users to log-in and authorize it to access their
Fitbit account. Figure 2 shows the Amazon Alexa skill page for PhitBit. When we submitted this skill for review,
Amazon’s vetting process prevented us from copying Fitbit’s graphics, but it did not prevent us from using Fitbit’s
HTTPS API as the account linking URL nor Fitbit’s privacy policy URL and developer URL. Our attack skill
eventually passed the vetting process and was approved.2 Multiple submissions were made to get the attack skill,
PhitBit, approved. During one of the submissions, the vetting team informed us that the skill was not working
because when they tried to invoke it, the command routed to the true FitBit skill instead of ours. On a subsequent
submission, the voice command was routed to PhitBit. This incident shows that the vetting process itself is
vulnerable to voice confusion. The certification of this skill violated multiple security testing policies described by
2 Developers

have two options while submitting a skill for review - (1) Certify and publish now, and (2) Certify now and publish later. We
only submitted the custom skill for certification and never published the skill. Therefore, no users of Amazon Alexa interacted with the skill.
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the Alexa skill review process. We disclosed this vulnerability to Amazon via the Amazon Vulnerability Research
Program on HackerOne.
Objective 2: Establish the secure identity of a skill to prevent confusion with other skills.

3.3

Lack of Runtime Security Indicators

Once a malicious skill is invoked, it is easy for the attacker to deceive end-users — fake skill interactions mimic
either the Alexa voice system or that of any other skill [9, 15, 17]. Most Alexa users are unable to differentiate
between genuine and malicious skill interactions [15]. Unlike visual interactions, communicating security
information over voice is not straightforward; it is hard to incorporate an HTTPS-like icon in a voice interaction.
Once executed, a fake skill can ask the user for information that the user only shares with the target skill. For
example, Find My Phone asks for a user’s phone number, Transit Helper requests a home address, and Daily
Cutiemails solicits a user’s email address. This kind of attack can also damage the reputation of a legitimate skill,
given that any poor service of the malicious skill will be blamed on the legitimate skill. Finally, the fake skill can
lead to a phishing attack by delivering misleading information, such as a fake customer contact number, through
the voice channel to the user. Thus, any defense strategy that involves the user interacting with a skill (after its
execution) is insufficient.
Objective 3: Make the security decision (about the legitimacy of the skill) before a skill runs; only user-intended
skills should execute.

3.4

Closed Skill Ecosystem

The code for an Alexa skill executes on the third-party developer’s backend service that they fully control.
Different from other ecosystems (e.g., Android), the skill code is not available to end-users or even Amazon.
Thus, solutions based on OS changes to the Alexa device or code analysis techniques on the skill are not possible.
Furthermore, the Alexa skill ecosystem is closed to incorporating built-in defense strategies from third parties,
unlike the Android or web ecosystems.
Objective 4: Develop the defense strategy to be practical for deployment without modifications to Alexa.

4

SKILLFENCE DESIGN

In the following, we describe the design of SkillFence, starting with the system and threat model, followed by an
operational overview. We then elaborate on the individual components of SkillFence.

4.1

System and Threat Model

We assume a malicious skill developer that launches voice-based confusion attacks [10, 28, 29]. These attacks
depend on the user’s inability to identify the precise skill they are interacting with and on errors in the speech
processing components. The attacker’s goal is to get their malicious skill executed so that they can use it to
conduct phishing or execute other restricted actions [10, 28, 29]. As the current Voice Assistant model does
not properly vet skill metadata (Section 3.2), an adversary can upload malicious skills with arbitrary metadata,
including metadata that is directly copied from legitimate skills. We assume that the end user’s devices are
trustworthy: the voice assistant itself, smartphones, and web browsers. We also assume that the websites of the
legitimate skill developers are not compromised. For example, the Fitbit or the NBC website is not compromised
and is trustworthy.

4.2

Operational Overview

Skill invocations are not equally ambiguous. For example - the “Fitbit” skill is much more likely to be confused
with the “Phitbit” skill rather than the “Lyft” skill. For skills that are phonetically ambiguous, SkillFence uses
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information from the user’s history to nudge the Voice Assistant towards executing the skill that matches the
user’s preferences — thereby resolving the confusion. There are four questions associated with SkillFence’s
operation: (1) how to identify skills that are phonetically similar? (2) how to identify the user’s preferences? (3) how
to match the user’s preferences to a skill? and (4) how to nudge the Voice Assistant to execute the matched skill? In
the following, we discuss – at a high level – how SkillFence’s design answers these questions while achieving the
four objectives from the prior section.
4.2.1 Phonetic Similarity. We model the phonetic similarity relationship of skills as a phonetic graph. In this
graph, skills are the vertices, and the edges represent skills that are phonetically similar, i.e., potential targets for
voice confusion. SkillFence uses this graph to reduce the potential of voice confusion attacks.
4.2.2 Collecting the User’s Preferences. An end-user installs the browser extension that we have built, and it
periodically processes counterpart information — browser history and Android apps (that the extension collects
by navigating to the play.google.com website). This counterpart information represents the user’s preferences
(objective 1). For example, assume the user has purchased a Fitbit device. It is likely that they will have accessed
Fitbit websites or installed the corresponding Android app. Later on, they might start using the Fitbit Alexa skill.
The SkillFence extension processes the prior URL visits or Android app installation information and encodes
this information in the user’s phonetic graph to resolve the confusion at run-time. Thus, when the user speaks
the command “talk to Fitbit,” SkillFence will know they mean the fitness tracking skill and not some other
neighboring skill in the phonetic graph. We note that browser history and android app collection occur in a
privacy-respecting way. This data is never transmitted outside the extension; rather, matching browser history to
skills occurs locally. Furthermore, we implement existing techniques to ensure that our system is not tricked by
web history poisoning (see Section 5.5.1 for more details).
4.2.3 Securely Mapping Preferences to Skills. Matching the counterpart activity to the Alexa skill requires a
secure skill identity (objective 2). However, as we have discussed, the Alexa ecosystem does not have such an
identifier. A contribution of our work is a practical way to achieve secure identity by only requiring small changes
on the skill developer’s websites. For a given skill, the SkillFence backend extracts all URLs from metadata (e.g.,
account linking URL, privacy policy URL, developer URL). It then searches through these websites for a link back
to the Amazon Alexa marketplace listing for the skill. If such a backlink exists, then we associate the identity of
that website (i.e., HTTPS certificate) with the skill. In our running example, SkillFence maps the user’s visits to
fitbit.com to the correct Fitbit skill.
4.2.4 Practically Ensuring that Only Matched Skills are Executed. After SkillFence has identified and securely
matched the user’s preferences to a skill, it must ensure that Voice Assistant executes the matched skills, despite
confusing voice commands and the presence of possible attacker skills (objective 3). In our example, SkillFence
must ensure that the Fitbit skill executes instead of the Phitbit skill. Furthermore, SkillFence must achieve this
task on the existing Alexa system without modifications (objective 4). Our work overcomes this challenge by
discovering and characterizing a feature in Alexa skill execution: given two identical skills, if one of them is
in the enabled state while the other is in the disabled state, Alexa always executes the enabled one. SkillFence
leverages this behavior to explicitly enable the matched skills and disable their neighboring skills – nudging
Alexa towards executing the matched skill. Back to our example, SkillFence enables the correct Fitbit skill and
disables the Phitbit skill (as well as the other neighboring skills). When the user speaks the command “open Fitbit,”
Alexa will not be confused with the Phitbit skill and will execute the correct Fitbit skill. Section 4.3 elaborates
more on this aspect, which we empirically characterize in Section 5 using large-scale voice experiments.
4.2.5 Putting Everything Together. SkillFence consists of a user-facing extension and a backend component as
shown in Fig. 3 The backend component of SkillFence periodically scrapes the Alexa skill metadata. It performs
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Fig. 3. End-to-end system overview diagram.

backlink analysis to establish a secure skill identity. It also models the phonetic similarity among skills as a
phonetic graph. SkillFence’s extension periodically collects the user’s preferences from counterpart activity and
securely maps them to a set of skills. It then uses the phonetic similarity graph to enable/disable the appropriate
skills to reduce voice confusion attacks. In particular, SkillFence’s extension enables skills that match the user’s
preferences from counterpart activity and disables their neighbors. The design of SkillFence achieves objective 4
as it requires no change to either the skills or the Alexa ecosystem; it leverages existing tools to meet the first
three objectives. In the next two sections, we discuss each of the above steps in detail, outlining the underlying
algorithms and data structures.

4.3

Backend Component

The backend component of SkillFence periodically analyzes the skills in the Alexa marketplace. It performs
two operations: (1) secure identity generation using backlink analysis and (2) phonetic graph construction for
modelling skill phonetic similarity (which the extension eventually uses to enable/disable skills). The backend
distills the results of these two operations into a mapper table.
4.3.1 Secure Identity Generation. The key insight for generating secure identity is to leverage trust in the existing
PKI and web ecosystem. SkillFence searches through the domains in a skill’s metadata for a URL linking back
into the Amazon marketplace listing for that skill. Assuming that the malicious-skill attacker in our threat model
has not also compromised the legitimate skill’s website, the presence of the backlink indicates that indeed, the
developer of the website and of the skill are the same entity, and thus, the identity of the skill is the identity
of the website (i.e., the TLS certificate). Figure 4 illustrates the high-level idea, for the NBC skill as an example.
SkillFence backend will extract all metadata URLs and search for a URL to the NBC Alexa skill page. Once found,
it will associate NBC’s website identity with the skill in the mapper table data structure.
Concretely, the backend extracts URLs from each skill’s metadata, including the privacy policy, the developer
website, and the account linking URLs. Then, it extracts the root domain of each URL to search for webpages
that link to the skill. In particular, SkillFence issues Google search queries of the type - site: <domain> “alexa
skill." Then, it uses Selenium to crawl the webpages for the top 100 search results, while searching for the skill’s
Amazon URL. When it finds such a link, SkillFence establishes a mapping between the public key certificate (if
available) of the domain and the skill. SkillFence also uses link backtracking services [4] to find whether any of
the websites from the skill’s metadata link to the skill’s Amazon page.
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1. Extract URLs from skill metadata

2. Search for skill within metadata URLs

https://www.nbc.com/general/pages/terms

site:nbc.com alexa skill

3. Grep skill official URL
from search results
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07J57RZ3K

4. Associate skill
with identity

Fig. 4. Generating secure skill identity: SkillFence searches for backlinks to the same skill’s Amazon listing within domains
that are extracted from the skill’s metadata. If there is a link from a domain back to the skill, then the skill-domain pair is
added to the mapper table.

This method presents exhibits two advantages. First, because it is automated, it scales over a large number of
skills in marketplace. Second, it allows skill developers control over improving security for their skills rather than
relying on Amazon’s vetting process. Compared to alternatives, such as updating the voice assistant platform to
support cryptographic signatures, this design requires a simple change on skill developer websites; they need to
only include a backlink to the Amazon marketplace listing of the skill. This also serves to improve the credibility
of the skill as Android users too are recommended to rely on official websites of popular services like Facebook,
WhatsApp, Truecaller to find trusted sources for links to the apps [18]. We have begun explaining the benefits
of this approach to skill developers and convinced one developer to update their website with a link to their
skill (OurGroceries3 ), demonstrating the value of our approach. An entity like Amazon can easily require skill
developers to implement this change.
4.3.2 Phonetic Graph. SkillFence uses the phonetic graph to identify potential targets of voice confusion. To
construct the graph, we first model the phonetic similarity between skills using a distance metric. This metric is
used to derive a weighted graph where the vertices are skills and edges are weighted by the phonetic distance.
SkillFence uses this graph to generate a list of phonetic neighbors for each skill, which are added to the mapper
table.
Phonetic Distance. We define a distance metric that quantifies the confusion between two skills based on the
phonetic representations of their invocation phrases. This metric ensures that different phoneme transformations
have different costs. To achieve this property, we compute a weighted Levenshtein distance between the phonetic
representations where different phoneme edit operations have different costs. We compute the weighted cost
matrix by applying the Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm on the CMU dictionary, which has around 9181 pairs of
3 Skill

- https://www.amazon.com/HeadCode-OurGroceries/dp/B01D4F1J0M
Website - https://www.ourgroceries.com/user-guide#installing
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alternate pronunciations (also used in prior work [28]). For example, the substitution cost for replacing phoneme
𝛼 with phoneme 𝛽:
𝑊 𝐶 (𝛼, 𝛽) = 1 −

𝑆𝐹 (𝛼, 𝛽) + 𝑆𝐹 (𝛼, 𝛽)
,
𝐹 (𝛼) + 𝐹 (𝛽)

where 𝐹 (𝛼) is the frequency of occurrence of phoneme 𝛼 and 𝑆𝐹 (𝛼, 𝛽) is frequency of occurrence where phoneme
𝛼 has been substituted by phoneme 𝛽 in all alternate pronunciation pairs in the corpus. This cost function ensures
that phoneme substitutions that provide valid alternate pronunciations of English words are given a smaller
weight. We also normalize this distance by the length of the invocation phrases.
Constructing the Phonetic Graph. We utilize the phonetic distance to compute the weights of the edges in the
phonetic graph. We then prune the graph by dropping all the edges with distance greater than a threshold; the
tuning procedure of the threshold is discussed in Section 5. The edges in the resulting phonetic graph represent
instances that are prone to confusion attacks. The skills with no neighbors are less prone to speech interpretation
errors. As an illustration, Figure 5 shows the graph for six skills, represented by their invocation phrases. For a
phonetic distance threshold of 200, the graph has only four edges (represented as solid lines). In this example, the
nodes with thick borders represent the skills ("nicole facts", "Fitbit") matched using counterpart activity collection.
The extension component enables the matched skills (colored in green) and disables their neighbors (colored in
red). As we explain later, this process reduces the number of incorrect invocations due to voice confusion (e.g.,
between “Fitbit” and “Phitbit”). Skills not connected to an enabled skill need not be disabled. We evaluate the
effectiveness of this approach in Section 5.3.
Trade-off. SkillFence aims to disable all skills connected to an enabled skill in the pruned phonetic graph. A
smaller distance threshold would lead to fewer edges, resulting in an efficient disabling process. However, it
increases the chances of incorrect invocation between unconnected skills. A sufficiently large threshold can
reduce confusion, at the cost of having to disable a larger number of skills and thus, a less efficient disabling
procedure. It also can increase the potential of disabling skills that the user might later need. We empirically
tune the threshold to obtain a reasonable trade-off between potential for invocation confusion and efficiency of
disabling at runtime (Section 5.3.4).
4.3.3 Mapper Table. Each row of the mapper table contains an Amazon marketplace skill URL, the domain and
its certificate that forms the secure identity, and a list of neighbor skills (derived from the phonetic graph). The
extension uses this information at runtime to index and enable/disable skills. The backend process continually
updates the mapper table and the extension periodically downloads it (approx. 5 MB for the initial download).

4.4

Extension Component

The browser extension of SkillFence is its user-facing component. It interacts periodically with the backend
component to fetch the up-to-date mapper table. Also, it locally extracts the user’s activity with counterpart apps
to enable the skills that match the user’s activity. Finally, it uses the mapper table to identify and disable the skills
within a phonetic distance from the enabled skills.
4.4.1 Counterpart Activity Collection. SkillFence runs as a Chrome-based browser extension. The extension
periodically (every 5 minutes) retrieves user’s installed app data and browser history from their Google account.
It scrapes the user’s “My Android apps” page on play.google.com/apps to obtain the list of installed Android apps.
For browsing history, it uses the chrome.history API to query the browser records. The extension only searches
for URLs whose root domains are part of the Mapper Table. There are three considerations associated with this
process: execution overhead, user privacy, and the potential for adaptive attacks.
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78
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Fig. 5. Phonetic graph of a set of skills with phonetic distance between their invocation phrases as weights. The skills ("nicole
facts", "Fitbit") are mapped using counterpart activity. Note: the dashed lines are dropped edges. Green/Red nodes represent
skills that are enabled/disabled by SkillFence respectively.

First, the extension periodically scrapes the installed apps to identify the newly installed apps. Further, it
collects the history using browser APIs, which do not incur any noticeable overhead (<5 sec). Second, this process
takes place locally, and the collected information never leaves the user’s browser. Third, an attacker might
exploit this process to poison the user’s browsing history. Without special attention to this case, SkillFence could
potentially use visits to attacker-controlled websites to enable attacker-controlled skills.
SkillFence counters the web poisoning attacks through a web filtering heuristic. It only considers websites with
the following properties: (1) the website is visited across multiple valid sessions, (2) each valid session consists
of visits to at least three different pages within the website’s domain, (3) the considered visits are not directly
preceded by visits to skill pages (these criterion are based on past work)[14, 22, 31]. The first two criteria focus
on websites that the users are likely to visit without attacker influence through phishing or spamming. The third
criterion prevents SkillFence from recording visits to a website that are followed by visits to the skill pages.
Trade-off. The selectivity of the web history filter can be adjusted to address the trade-off between usability
and security. A more selective filter makes it harder for the attacker to get a malicious skill enabled, but it would
also lead to the collection process missing out on genuine websites that the user actually visited. Whereas, a filter
that considers most of the visits is likely to have a large coverage but would be easier to evade.
4.4.2 Matching Process. After URL filtering, SkillFence matches the user’s visited websites or installed apps
to Alexa skills. SkillFence obtains the list of installed apps and the user’s browser history. It then extracts the
certificate from each visited website and installed app. Using the pre-fetched mapper table and these certificates,
it matches the visited websites and installed apps to their corresponding skills. Recall that the mapper table stores
associated certificates for each skill. This process leaks no information about the user’s history of activity with
counterpart apps. The matching is performed locally with the entries of the mapper table.
4.4.3 Enable/Disable Module. The final step is to enable the matched skills and disable their phonetic neighbors.
Amazon’s skill listing interface allows a user to perform two basic operations: enable and disable skills. We
empirically observe (Section 5) that enabling a skill and disabling others with similar invocation phrases ensures
that Alexa invokes the enabled skill and thus, prevents confusion attacks.
SkillFence leverages this observation to enable all skills that were matched using the mapper table and user’s
history. Next, it disables the phonetic neighbors of the skills enabled in the previous step. The extension performs
these operations on behalf of the user. Since the disabled skills cannot be invoked without explicitly enabling
them first, this also acts a warning mechanism for incorrect invocation.
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4.4.4 Online Operation. As discussed earlier, SkillFence is a Chrome browser extension. To run it, the user needs
to: (1) install the extension on their Chrome browser; (2) allow the extension to access their web history and/or
installed apps; and (3) allow the extension to enable/disable skills. If the user does not provide the required
permissions, then SkillFence will not be operational.
At installation time and each hour thereafter, SkillFence communicates with its backend server to fetch the
latest mapper table. During its initialization on a new device, SkillFence fetches the the complete mapper-table of
size 5MB. Subsequent transmissions include delta updates ( 2KB per skill). Assuming updates to around 26 skills
everyday [25], this results in a total network overhead of 50KB/day. SkillFence retrieves the counterpart data and
uses the latest mapper table to identify the matched skills. Then, SkillFence applies the Enable/Disable module
for the matched skills.
SkillFence does not maintain per-device or per-account history. Given counterpart data, it enables/disables skills
based on their current state in the user’s Alexa account and does not interfere with previously-enabled skills. The
counterpart data can come from different sources, such as web history, app installations on the same or different
devices. Thus, the user can install SkillFence on multiple devices, and even configure different google accounts
(for counterpart activity) against a single Amazon Alexa account. Despite this diversity of counterpart data
sources, SkillFence operates with a single Alexa account at any given moment, and thus, it has an accumulative
effect on that Alexa account even if the user has multiple computers (e.g., desktops, laptops, smartphones).
Finally, SkillFence might not pre-enable some legitimate skills that the user wants to be executed. This could
happen because there is not enough counterpart activity or the skill does not have a secure backlink. In such a
case, SkillFence does not affect the user experience, it defaults to the state of the world today: Alexa will pick a
skill according to its matching algorithm. As such, SkillFence does not deteriorate the security of Alexa users,
but might harm their user experience when it disables skills they might need in the future. We discuss these
trade-offs in the evaluation.

5

EVALUATION

We perform an end-to-end evaluation of SkillFence and it’s core components. We summarize our evaluation
findings, then discuss the experimental setup and finally provide experimental details. We also discuss how
SkillFence’s design protects against an adaptive attacker with knowledge of its inner workings.

5.1

Evaluation Overview

Our evaluation answers the following questions:
Q1. What are the characteristics of Alexa Enable/Disable API in controlling which skills get executed?
We perform a large scale measurement to test SkillFence’s Enable/Disable module against phonetically
similar skills available in the Amazon Marketplace. These skills include ones that share invocation phrases
or have similar sounding invocations. We establish that when a skill is enabled and its phonetic-neighbors
are disabled, Alexa always executes the enabled skill.
Q2. How effective is SkillFence in preventing voice confusion attacks? How does SkillFence balance the
trade-off between security, usability, and performance?
We perform a trace-based evaluation with real user data from our data collection effort. For a distance
threshold of 400, SkillFence is able to perform at a False Rejection Rate of 9.17%, a False Acceptance Rate of
19.83% and an Equal Error Rate of 16.5%. Our evaluation also shows that the initial setup time depends on
the phonetic distance threshold. The optimal threshold between usability and security corresponds to one
hour of initial setup time. This initial time is a side-effect of implementing SkillFence with a closed system;
a better API design from the manufacturer can significantly cut this time down. Subsequent SkillFence
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Fig. 6. CDF of phonetic distance between invocations of all possible Skill pairs. More than 95% skill pairs have phonetic
distance larger than 400. All skill squatting examples cited in previous work lie within a phonetic distance of 250.

operations encounter fewer enabled skills at a time, leading to a much quicker response time of less than a
minute.
Q3. How does SkillFence protect against an adaptive adversary? What are the privacy implications of
using SkillFence?
The different components of SkillFence are designed to address an adaptive attacker and make it more
challenging to launch a successful skill-squatting attack. SkillFence does not maintain any state or store
any user information, even locally, thus minimizing any privacy concerns.

5.2

Experimental Setup

First, we perform a large-scale measurement to characterize the phonetic similarity thresholds of Alexa and
confirm its enable/disable behavior. Second, we perform trace-based evaluation to study the user experience of
a SkillFence user. We collect the counterpart history and the enabled skills from a set of Alexa users. We use
the collected data to mimic the user experience with SkillFence. First, we initialize the backend of SkillFence by
populating the Mapper Table. Then, we use the counterpart history data of each user to enable/disable skills
on their phonetic graph. We create a test Amazon account for each user and populate it with their phonetic
graph; we then invoke skills from the user’s reported history as well as their phonetic neighbors. Effectively, we
characterize the security gains as well as the usability and performance overhead for each user.
We focus our analysis on a subset of the Amazon Alexa skill Marketplace: the 3659 skills with account linking,
which represent sensitive skills on the Alexa market according to a recent analysis by Shezan et al. [20]. Account
linking skills are likely to be the targets of attack because of their access to the user’s account data. We designate
skills that have account linking as critical. Note that SkillFence’s design, implementation, and evaluation can be
readily applied for the full set of skills without changes to the Alexa Marketplace or how skills operate on the
Alexa platform.
5.2.1 SkillFence Backend. We generate the Mapper Table for the 3659 Amazon Alexa skills with account linking.
This process includes running the backlinking analysis to extract the secure links of the skills and constructing
the phonetic graph.
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Backlinking. The majority (2496 out of 3659) of skills contain at least one valid unique domain in their provided
metadata. Skills that share domains generally belong to the same developer (we do not consider domains of
popular cloud hosting services such as Amazon and Google, for backlinking). A skill-domain pair is part of
the Mapper Table only if a website associated with the domain lists a link to the skill’s Amazon homepage. To
search for backlinks, we follow two approaches – Google Crawling and Link Backtracking Services. For Google
Crawling, we constructed queries like "site:<domain name> Amazon Alexa Skill" and searched through the
top 100 results. We also used additional text phrases such as ‘Alexa Skill,’ and ‘Amazon Skill,’ to exhaustively
search for all Alexa skill references. These queries provided at least one search result for 2023 skills. Among these,
we found backlinks for 404 skills. For building a more exhaustive backlink profile, we utilize a Search Engine
Optimization (SEO) service, Ahref 4 , which provides a tool for retrieving all backlink references for a given URL.
Overall, employing both approaches, we were able to find the backlinks for 474 skills. This number is likely to
increase as websites start adding references to their skill’s homepage like they currently do for their Android
and iOS apps. Android users are recommended to rely on official websites of popular services like Facebook,
WhatsApp, Truecaller to find trusted sources for links to the apps [18]. The secure identity generation process
automates this process on the user’s behalf. Furthermore, as we discuss later, we have begun outreach efforts to
encourage skill developers to include a link to their Alexa skills on their webpage, and we are beginning to see
adoption.
Phonetic Graph. We constructed the skill phonetic graph consisting of 51964 skills. Figure 6 shows a CDF of
weight values of edges in the Phonetic Graph, i.e., the phonetic distance between all pairs among 51964 skills.
The mean distance is around 500 and most of the distance values are less than 800. We also observe that only 5%
of the weights lie below the value of 400. This suggests that pruning all edges with weights more than 400 would
lead to a sparse phonetic graph and considerably reduces the number of skills to be disabled. This is important
because it improves SkillFence’s efficiency. Figure 6 also shows that all skill squatting invocation pairs introduced
in prior work have phonetic distances less than 400 [10, 28].
5.2.2 Data Collection. We performed a data collection campaign to collect installed mobile apps, skill-relevant
browsing history, and preferred Alexa skills from a set of individuals through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk).
This data allows us to perform trace-based evaluation of SkillFence’s extension component. We focused the data
collection on individuals who own Alexa devices and Android smartphones. We obtained IRB approval for the
data collection procedure from our institution.
Data Collection Design. We designed a Qualtrics survey hosted on MTurk to guide individuals through the
data collection procedure. The survey consists of five sections: eligibility, Chrome extension installation, data
collection, data validation, and clean-up. After completing a consent form that verifies age, Alexa ownership,
and records the MTurk ID, the participants install a Chrome extension and log into their Amazon and Google
accounts. The users enter their MTurk IDs again in the extension as a verification check.
The data collection procedure involved two components: (1) extracting user data consisting of enabled skills,
browsing history, and installed Android applications; and (2) validating this information through a survey form.
We created a Chrome extension to automate data extraction. This extension scrapes the enabled Alexa Skills
from a user’s “Your Skills" page on alexa.amazon.com. It also scrapes the user’s “My Android apps” page on
play.google.com/apps to obtain the list of installed Android apps. In the browsing history, the extension only
searches for URLs whose root domains are part of the Mapper Table — other URL data is not transmitted to our
servers.
There are two potential problems with the extracted data. First, the user could have cleared their browsing
history. Second, a user might have enabled a skill with which they do not interact. Note that the first issue applies
4 https://ahrefs.com/backlink-checker
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only for the data collection and does not affect SkillFence as it runs continuously at the user’s side. To address
these problems, the survey populates a list of domains (domains that are mapped with any of the user’s enabled
skills) and asks the user to select all domains that they would have visited.
For the second issue, we define used skills as the enabled skills the user frequently interacts with. To address
potential over-represented skills in the data collected (those enabled but not used), we ask the user to validate
the extracted data. The survey also populates all the extracted enabled skills, along with each skill’s title and a
screenshot of the skill’s Amazon homepage, and asks the user to select all skills that they interact with. For both
the questions, additional random records (20% of the total records) are added to the populated list. This acts as an
attention check for the user. Any user that selects the additional records is removed from the analysis. When the
survey detects that it has received the list of apps and skills using the participant’s MTurk ID, it guides them to
uninstall the extension.
Data Collection Procedure. We recruited 116 individuals through Amazon’s MTurk who satisfy the eligibility
criteria of age and device ownership. We did not enforce any additional qualifications because the survey has
built-in safeguards that ensure the participants correctly installed and executed the extension. We paid each
participant $3 for completing the survey; 95% of the respondents finished the survey within 9.7 minutes. The rest
of the participants faced some technical issues while installing the extension, and we helped them through the
process using email. This communication did not affect the anonymity of the data. Finally, we collected the list of
installed Android apps, visited web domains, and preferred skills from these 116 individuals.
We conduct a preliminary check to test whether all the skills from the data collection were included in the
Mapper Table. We found that 72 skills out of 162 skills were not present as their backlinks were not listed on the
websites. We manually verified these skills and added entries to the mapping table.
5.2.3 Runtime Skill Invocation. We perform a runtime evaluation by invoking each skill on a test Amazon
Alexa account. This evaluation serves three purposes: (1) perform a large-scale measurement to characterize the
phonetic similarity between the skills, (2) confirm Alexa’s enable/disable behavior, and (2) assess the security
gains for each user in the collected data. We designed an automated and systematic setup to invoke each skill
of interest using organic and synthesized speech. We feed an invocation audio command to the Alexa Voice
Service to directly interact with the Alexa backend. This invocation command is of the form: “Alexa, open <skill
invocation phrase>.” We terminate the interaction with the Alexa backend once the skill invocation occurs or
if Alexa cannot process the request. We classify the result of each invocation as: “correct,” “incorrect,” or “no
invocation.” The last category occurs when Alexa fails to run any skill.
We create invocation audio using human speech reconstructed from the LibriSpeech dataset [16] and Google
TTS (Text-to-Speech service5 ). LibriSpeech consists of transcripts for around 1000 hours of spoken English from
2484 speakers. To construct an invocation audio from this corpus, we first search for any continuous utterance of
the invocation phrase. If nothing is found, we break the invocation phrase into smaller components and stitch
together the respective audio clips to create a full phrase. We ensure that the components were derived from the
same speaker. Since some skill invocation phrases contain non-English words (e.g., Amex), we were not able to
generate organic invocation audio for all skills in the dataset. To avoid any speaker-specific errors, we perform
each trial with audio samples collected from three different speakers. Then, we take the majority result from the
three outcomes.

5.3

Q1. Enable/Disable Module Evaluation

SkillFence relies on the Alexa enable/disable API to ensure that the matched skills execute despite the presence
of phonetically-close skills. We perform large-scale voice experiments to establish that, when enabling a matched
5 cloud.google.com/text-to-speech
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Table 1. The invocation outcomes for skills with identical invocation phrases. For the default state, Alexa incorrectly invokes
skills. When enabling the target skill and disabling its phonetic neighbors, Alexa has no incorrect invocations.

Text-to-Speech Experiment
Metric
Correct Invocation
Incorrect Invocation
No Invocation

Default State

Target Enabled, Others Disabled

2
5
1

23
0
5
Audio Recording Experiment

Correct Invocation
Incorrect Invocation
No Invocation

2
2
4

21
0
7

skill and disabling its phonetic neighbors, Alexa always executes the enabled skill. These experiments also inform
the distance threshold needed to identify phonetic neighbors.
5.3.1 Skill Datasets. The high-level approach is to repeatedly invoke sets of phonetically-close skills and observe
the results. We created the following two datasets:
Dataset of skills with identical invocation phrases. We create 8 disjoint sets of skills where each set contains
members with identical invocation phrases. The complete list of skills is in Appendix A. Note that each skill
is randomly taken from the Alexa marketplace (any repetitions in skill names and invocation phrases occur
naturally). We have a total of 28 unique skills. We constructed these sets to test SkillFence’s Enable/Disable
module against skills that share invocation phrases with different number of other skills.
Dataset of skills with similar sounding invocations. We select the largest set of skills with unique invocations
which satisfies the property — for each skill, the set also contains at-least two other skills whose invocation
phrases are at a phonetic distance of less than 600. This set of 53 skills represents a phonetically dense cluster of
skills. We select these skills from the whole Alexa market rather than just the set of critical (i.e., account linking)
skills to find the ones that are most vulnerable to voice confusion attacks.
5.3.2 Results for Identical Invocation Phrase Dataset. We use the Google TTS API and reconstructed human
audio to generate audio for invocation phrases, and run these experiments.
(1) Baseline: With all skills in default state, play audio for invocation phrase. Our intended target is the most
popular skill (with most reviews) in the set.
(2) SkillFence: For each member of the set, enable that member, disable the rest of the set’s members, and play
audio. The intended target is the enabled skill.
For the SkillFence scenario, we report outcomes for 28 trials while enabling each skill and disabling the rest.
However, for the Baseline case, as all the skills are in default state and all skills in one set have identical invocation
phrases, we only perform 8 trials, one for each set. Table 1 contains the results. We assign the the most popular skill
(with most reviews) in the set as the intended target because popularity is a factor in deciding skill invocation [17].
Baseline: For TTS audio, we observe that in 2 cases, the user’s intended skill is executed (‘correct invocation’),
in 5 cases, the unintended skill is invoked and in 1 case, invocation fails. Similarly, for LibriSpeech audio, there
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Table 2. The invocation outcomes for skills with similar sounding invocation phrases. For the default state, Alexa incorrectly
invokes skills. When enabling the target skill and disabling its phonetic neighbors, Alexa has no incorrect invocations. Note
that the number of trials varies between TTS and Audio Recording as not all of the invocation phrases are in the LibriSpeech
dataset.

Text-to-Speech Experiment
Metric
Correct Invocation
Incorrect Invocation
No Invocation

Default State

Target Enabled, Adversary Disabled

62
30
14

96
0
10
Audio Recording Experiment

Correct Invocation
Incorrect Invocation
No Invocation

25
13
10

46
0
2

are 2 cases of ’correct invocation’, 2 cases of ’incorrect invocation’ and 4 cases where invocation fails. Both the
experiments conclude that in the presence of identically named skills, confusion does occur.
SkillFence: For TTS audio, correct invocation of the user’s intended skill occurs 23 times when the intended
skill is enabled and unintended ones are disabled (5 result in invocation failure). For LibriSpeech audio, there
are 22 correct invocations and in 7 cases invocation fails. There are no incorrect invocations when the intended
skill is enabled and others are disabled. This trial confirms our observed behavior of the enable/disable API —
when the intended skill is enabled and phonetically-close skills are disabled, only the intended skill executes in
response to an ambiguous invocation phrase.
5.3.3 Results for Similar Invocation Phrase Dataset. In this experiment, we conducted the invocation trials by
selecting pairs of skills (𝐴, 𝐵), such that skill 𝐵 is the phonetically closest one to skill 𝐴. By design, there are 106
such pairs when we use Google TTS and 48 such pairs when we use reconstructed human audio. For each pair,
we test the invocation of skill 𝐴 in two configurations:
(1) Baseline: Default State (skill 𝐴 disabled, skill 𝐵 disabled)
(2) SkillFence: Target Enabled, Potential Adversary Disabled (skill 𝐴 enabled, skill 𝐵 disabled)
Configuration (1) is the control condition that tests how Alexa responds to confusing voice commands currently.
Configuration (2) simulates the case where SkillFence predicts that skill 𝐴 is the user’s intention.
Table 2 shows the skill invocation results for both GTTS and organic audio. Configuration (1) incurs 28% and
27% incorrect invocations respectively for the two modes of audio. For configuration (2), the number of incorrect
invocations is zero. Thus, we conclude that the behavior of Alexa supports our hypothesis: when a skill is enabled
and its phonetic neighbors are disabled, the voice assistant will automatically execute the enabled one.
5.3.4 Enable/Disable Threshold. For the baseline configuration of the similar invocation phrase experiment,
there were 30 and 13 incorrect invocations for the TTS and human speech trials respectively. Figure 7 shows the
phonetic distance between the invocation of the desired skill and the incorrect skill that was actually invoked.
Incorrect invocation occurrences were more frequent between skills whose phonetic distance was smaller. Also,
no incorrect invocation occurred between skills with phonetic distance more than 400. Therefore, for the current
set of registered skills on Alexa, SkillFence, when configured with a threshold greater than 400 will be able to
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Fig. 7. The distribution of phonetic distance between all skill pairs that resulted in incorrect invocation. There are no incorrect
pairs beyond a distance of 400.

prevent voice-confusion attacks between any skill pair (assuming the target skill has been mapped). Hence, we
fix the phonetic distance threshold for SkillFence to be 400 for subsequent experiments.

5.4

Q2. End-to-End SkillFence Performance

We perform a trace-based evaluation of SkillFence to study its end-to-end performance in terms of the effectiveness
in preventing voice confusion attacks, impact on usability, and performance overhead. For each user from our data
collection campaign, we generate a list of critical matched skills by running the extension module on the collected
counterpart data. Recall that the set of critical skills are ones that are likely to be squatted upon [20]. This process
involves extracting certificates from the visited websites and installed Android apps and then matching the skills
from the Mapper table. We create a test Amazon account for each user, enable the matched skills, and disable
their phonetic neighbors. We compare the enabled and disabled skills (i.e, those matched from counterpart data
and their neighbors) to the skills actually used by the users (reported in the data collection).
5.4.1 Usability vs Security. The phonetic distance threshold controls the trade-off between usability and security
in SkillFence. A lower threshold corresponds to a sparser phonetic graph, implying less skills to disable for each
matched skill. This setting favors usability as the user can set up SkillFence faster and can interact with a larger
number of skills at the cost of potential incorrect invocations. Whereas, a larger threshold results in a more
connected graph with a larger number of skills to be disabled for each matched skill, reducing the invocation
confusion and improving security.
We quantify the impact of the phonetic distance threshold through two types of errors: False Rejection Rate
(FRR) and False Acceptance Rate (FAR). FRR measures the probability that SkillFence disables a skill that the
user actually needs — representing a proxy for usability. FAR measures the probability of SkillFence missing a
squatting skill and not disabling it — representing a proxy for security. Recall that in the previous section we
show that a pair of skills with a phonetic distance of less than 400 can lead to an ambiguous invocation. Using
this empirical measure, we consider unused skills, with a distance of less than 400 from any used skill, to be
squatting. Figures 8 and 9 show that a lower value of the threshold benefits from a smaller initial setup time and
a lower FRR (i.e., better usability). However, a higher threshold improves the security properties by reducing the
instances of invocation confusion. We find that a distance threshold of 400 provides an appropriate trade-off
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Fig. 9. Initial Setup Time: describes SkillFence’s initial setup
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between usability and security. Figure 8 shows that across all users (𝑁 = 116), for a distance threshold of 400,
SkillFence provides an FRR of 9.17% and an FAR of 19.83%. Note that the FAR is not 0% because SkillFence did
not enable some of the used skills (and correspondingly disable their phonetic neighbors); these skills either did
not have a backlink or their counterpart activity was missing.
5.4.2 Performance Overhead. Out of all the user-facing modules of SkillFence, the enabling/disabling phase takes
the longest. The primary reason being that we block our extension’s operation for two seconds after each new
skill page is loaded to avoid Amazon’s robot detection that automatically logs the user out. Thus, it takes 2.5
seconds on average to enable a single skill and 3.08 seconds to disable a skill. Figure 9 shows that for a distance
threshold of 400, the average initial setup time for a user is about one hour. This operation can be sped up using
parallelization at the risk of Amazon blocking SkillFence. The optimal solution to this problem would be to avoid
iteration altogether by using enable and disable functions that allow multiple skills to be selected simultaneously.
Should this ability be added, the usability cost for a user’s initial defense setup would be greatly reduced. Once
the setup is completed, subsequent updates to either the mapper table or the user data only trigger enable/disable
of a small number of skills which can be completed in around 2-5 minutes.
5.4.3 Runtime Evaluation. We conclude the trace-based evaluation of SkillFence by performing invocation
trials for all of the users’ used skills. For each user, we run these trials in two configurations: baseline and after
initializing SkillFence. To setup SkillFence, we enable the matched skills and disable their phonetic neighbors
within a threshold of 400. Figure 10 shows that SkillFence is able to increase correct invocations and reduce
incorrect invocations for both TTS and human reconstructed (LibriSpeech) audio. On an average, SkillFence
increases correct invocations from 68% to 86% and reduces incorrect invocations from 6.2% to 1.8% for a real world
user — the rest corresponds to no invocation instances. Across all users, SkillFence is able to increase correct
invocations from 194 to 251, and reduce incorrect invocations from 23 to 6. Out of the 6 incorrect invocations, 4
were due to the lack of secure backlink and 2 due to lack of counterpart data. There are no incorrect invocations
for skills with secure backlink and counterpart activity. Additionally, SkillFence reduces the instances where Alexa
is unable to invoke any skill.
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Fig. 10. Trace based runtime end to end evaluation of SkillFence. Average Fraction of correct, incorrect and unsuccessful
invocations per-user in the user study.

5.5

Q3. Security and Privacy Analysis

Per our threat model, the attacker is a malicious skill that tries to get executed by leveraging various design flaws
in the Alexa ecosystem. The user’s browser, smartphone and the legitimate skill developer’s websites are trusted
and not compromised. An attacker could try to compromise a legitimate website to include a fake link to their
attack skill. Because of SkillFence however, the bar for the attack is now much higher than just uploading a
malicious skill to a loosely-vetted marketplace.
5.5.1 Adaptive Attack Analysis. We consider an adaptive attacker with knowledge of how SkillFence works.
Concretely, this attacker can: (1) trick the user into visiting a fake website such that the counterpart activity is
poisoned; (2) inject text on a legitimate skill developer website that supports user-generated content so that the
backlink analysis is tricked; (3) create a skill whose invocation phrase is just outside the phonetic radius of the
legitimate skill in an attempt to still leverage voice confusion attacks. As we discuss below, our work prevents
these attacks by design.
Counterpart activity poisoning. An attacker can trick the user into clicking on websites they control and link
those websites to a malicious skill. This can result in malicious skills getting enabled because SkillFence mistakenly
interprets the malicious websites as the user’s intention. SkillFence prevents this attack using its website history
filtering technique discussed in Section 4.4.1. An attacker could also try to trick the user into installing an Android
app they control. This is a harder task than just uploading a malicious skill to a loosely-vetted marketplace. The
attacker has to create an Android app, get it past Google Play’s strict vetting policies [6, 12] and then trick the
user into installing the application. Thus, SkillFence raises the bar for a voice confusion attack.
Fake URL injection on legitimate website. If a legitimate skill developer’s website supports user-generated
content (e.g., a help forum), an attacker can insert a URL to their attack skill, thus tricking SkillFence into linking
the legitimate website’s identity with the fake skill. Our backlink analysis prevents this attack by excluding
user-generated pages.
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(a) No backlink present on OurGroceries website (before).

(b) OurGroceries added a backlink URL (current).

Fig. 11. The updates to OurGroceries’ website based on our recommendation.

Phonetic threshold attack. The malicious skill developer can choose an invocation phrase that lies just outside
the phonetic cluster of an enabled skill. This can lead to a voice-based confusion attack. In Section 5.3, we
demonstrate that the probability of incorrect invocation decreases for a higher threshold. Hence, choosing a
conservative threshold makes it harder to induce a voice confusion attack.
5.5.2 Privacy Analysis. The SkillFence extension accesses website history and list of installed Android apps.
However, it does not store any of this information, not even locally. It also does not transmit it to the server, and
only receives the mapper table. It just computes on this information locally using the mapper table. The only
information communicated to Amazon is the set of enabled and disabled skills. The set of enabled ones can leak
a small amount of information to Amazon if there are skills that user does not eventually use. Concretely, it
leaks information that a website corresponding to that skill was visited. This is a small amount of information
compared to existing privacy issues with systems like voice assistants [6, 12, 20] and is reasonable compared to
the security advantage of preventing voice confusion attacks.

6

DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on our experience in designing SkillFence and evaluating its performance with real user data, we distill
the following key recommendations. These recommendations, if implemented by voice assistant manufacturers,
broadly limit the impact of voice confusion attacks in the voice assistant ecosystem and improve the efficacy of
SkillFence. We observe that these recommendations are simple to implement by the appropriate stakeholders.

6.1

List Skill Marketplace URLs

We recommend that every skill developer update their website to include a URL to the Amazon marketplace (or
the corresponding market in case of other voice assistant manufacturers) listing of their skill. Skill developers
already include user guides on their websites for the Alexa skills that they develop. Including this link is a simple
change. Indeed, there is precedent for this type of linking — it is very common for developers to include links to
the Android and iOS apps they build for their services. If all developers did this, then SkillFence will be able to
derive secure identity for all skills in the marketplace. Amazon, as a major stakeholder in the space, can require
skill developers to host such a link. A related recommendation is that Amazon also updates their skill marketplace
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website to include a direct URL to the skill developer’s webpage that hosts the backlink. This will remove the
need for a backlink search process.
We began outreach efforts in contacting skill developers to implement this change. We especially credit the
OurGroceries developers for swiftly implementing this change (Figure 11).

6.2

Validate Skill Metadata

We recommend that voice assistant manufacturers like Alexa properly vet the metadata of skills on the marketplace.
For example, if a skill developer lists a certain URL for their privacy policy, Amazon should perform domainownership testing to ensure that indeed, this skill developer owns the domain where the privacy policy is hosted.
This test will limit the ability of attackers to mirror legitimate skills. However, this recommendation represents
a larger infrastructural and procedural change to the Alexa ecosystem compared to the first recommendation
above.

6.3

Provide Better Skill Invocation Control

We recommend that voice assistant platforms provide an efficient API to control skill invocation. Systems like
SkillFence will benefit from an API that can batch-allow a certain set of skills to be eligible for execution while
batch-disabling a set of skills to be ineligible for execution despite confusing voice commands. Our work extracts
this property from Alexa’s skill enable/disable API, but its inflexible nature requires optimizations that trade-off
performance and security. We also recommend that Amazon clarify the behavior of their Enable and Disable
mechanisms. In this work, we empirically verify that the Enable primitive prioritizes the enabled skill over other
skills. However, a concrete understanding of both the extent to which an enabled skill is preferred and the effects
of enabling multiple skills (phonetically similar or not) cannot be gained without an explanation of how the
enable primitive interacts with Alexa’s ASR. Furthermore, if the details of the enable/disable mechanisms are
published, SkillFence will be able to dispense security recommendations that are globally applicable and deal
with every conceivable interaction with these two primitives.

7 LIMITATIONS
7.1 Applicability to Other Voice Assistants
Our design and implementation of SkillFence consider Alexa because it is the most popular voice assistant
system. It requires three components: an invocation phrase, a notion of secure identity, and control over which
skill executes. These components apply to the Google Voice Assistant, the other popular voice assistant system.
First, the Google Voice Assistant, allows users to interact with apps (called actions) using their names - “Let me
speak/talk to <app name>”. The conflicts from the action name induce uncertainties for this platform as well.
Second, the Google voice assistant ecosystem lists the actions and links to developer websites and privacy policies.
We verified that a similar notion of secure identity could be achieved using the search and crawl approach.6
Third, the Google Assistant has a subset of actions that allow users to link their accounts. The users can also
unlink a linked action. It is, however, unclear how the link/unlink operation affects the action invocation process
— this will require additional experimentation that we leave to future work.

7.2

Low Availability of Secure Backlinks

We were able to find secure backlinks for 474 out of 3659 skills on the Amazon Alexa market. Although the
proportion (72 out of 162 skills) was higher for skills actually used by real world users (from the user study),
it is still inadequate. However, this number is likely to increase as almost all developers list android/iOS app
6 Starbucks

is an example: www.starbucks.com/promo/googleassistant
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links on their websites — it is only a matter of time before they start adding links for their Alexa skills. We are
also engaging in outreach efforts by contacting developers and helping them understand the value of adding
backlinks to their websites. Upon our recommendation, the developers of OurGroceries (Figure 11) have already
updated their website to include a backlink to their Alexa skill.

7.3

Usability Study

One limitation of our evaluation is that we do not directly evaluate users’ experiences with SkillFence. Such an
analysis would involve tracking user interactions with SkillFence and the Alexa skill ecosystem over an extended
period of time. While it would provide useful insight into SkillFence’s adoption and continued usage rates, such
study is out of scope for this work; in this paper, we lay out SkillFence’s motivation, design and effectiveness.
Hence, we leave that to future work. However, we do perform an evaluation of SkillFence’s usability by relying
on standard metrics like the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR). We also study the
overhead incurred by the end-users while using SkillFence in terms of the initial setup time.

7.4

Enable/Disable Setup Time

SkillFence requires an average initial setup time of about one hour. The primary reason for this overhead is that
the Alexa skill API only offers a method to enable or disable a single skill at a time. Attempts to parallelize these
operations run the risk of Amazon blocking SkillFence. SkillFence tries to address this usability overhead by
performing most of the operations in the background. Also, once the setup is completed, later updates can be
perform much faster (around 2-5 minutes). We recommend that voice assistant manufacturers provide an API
that can efficiently disable a large list of skills with a single network call.

8

CONCLUSION

We propose SkillFence, a browser extension that prevents voice-based confusion attacks on voice assistants like
Amazon Alexa. Our system analyzes a user’s counterpart activity to reduce dis-ambiguities in the skill invocation
process and ensure only the skills preferred by the user execute despite ambiguity. Using real user data, we
evaluate the different components of SkillFence and demonstrate its utility in protecting existing users. We
distill recommendations for stakeholders that, if adopted, will increase the effectiveness of SkillFence, and we are
beginning to see adoption.
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A

ENABLE/DISABLE API EVALUATION SET

Test set for evaluation of skills with identical invocation phrases (Sec. 5.3.1) (1) {’Work excuses’, ’Work Excuse Generator’} with invocation phrase: ‘work excuses’
(2) {’A pat on the Back’, ’A pat on the Back’} with invocation phrase: ‘a pat on the back’
(3) {’Stock Market’, ’Stock Market’, ’UPRO Market Price’} with invocation phrase: ‘stock market’
(4) {’Joke Master’, ’Joke Master’, ’Joke Master’,} with invocation phrase: ‘joke master’
(5) {’Sevenstax Coffee Maker’, ’Coffee Maker’, ’Coffee Maker’, ’Coffee Maker’} with invocation phrase: ‘coffee
maker’
(6) {’My Home’, ’pi home’, ’MY HOME’, ’My home cake’} with invocation phrase: ‘my home’
(7) {’Good Night’, ’Sounds: Good Night’, ’Good Night’, ’Good Night’, ’Goodnight With Motivation Success
Quotes’} with invocation phrase: ‘good night’
(8) {’Inspiring Quotes’, ’All Time Inspiring Quotes’, ’Inspiring Quotes’, ’Inspiring Quotes’, ’Inspiring Quotes’}
with invocation phrase: ‘inspiring quotes’
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